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Doctor of Philosophy in Religion
(Concentration – Christian Education)
The Doctor of Philosophy in Religion with a Concentration in Christian

Edu-

cation is the final step in this study track. The program is designed for those
whose goal is to achieve a Ph.D. in the field of Christian Education.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisite for enrollment in this program is an earned Master of Arts
degree (Concentration in Christian Education) or its equivalent from Bethany or
an acceptable college.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
To receive this degree, the student must complete the following 60 semester
hour program of specified courses:
Bi-505
Ls-602
Ce-506
Th-602
Th-603
Th-604
Rel-703
Rel-704
Mi-504
Mi-601
Cc-508
Cc-604
Bi-602
Bi-701
Ce-601
Ph-601
Ph-602
Ce-702

Mosaic Writing
Research & Methodology
Work Project in CE
Old Testament Theology
New Testament Theology
Reformation Theology
Life and Times of Christ I
Life and Times of Christ II
Survey of World Religions
Directed Reading in Missions
Competent To Counsel
Psychology and Counseling
OT Exposition (Gen-Deut)
NT Exposition (Matt-Mk)
Internship
Advanced Apologetics I
Advanced Apologetics II
Thesis

TOTAL

3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
6SH
3SH
3SH
6SH
60SH
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PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PROGRAM
Bethany is offering a new professional degree program. These are designed
for those who plan to limit their work to the pastorate, home missions, or Bible
teaching in the local church. These programs require in-depth study on the part of
the student in his or her selected field of study. Each program requires the student
to hold a Master's degree or its equivalent before enrolling. To complete one of
these programs the student must have 96 cumulative credits above the Bachelor's
degree.

Doctor of Biblical Studies
Prerequisite: The student must hold both a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in
Religious Education or related fields prior to being permitted to enroll into this
program.
Rel-604
Rel-701
Bi- 601
Bi-602
Bi-701
Th-603
Ls-602
Rel-703
Rel-704
Th-602
Ph-601
Ph-533
Ph-601
Ph-602
Bi-702
Ls-602
Ph-701

Bible Archaeology
History of Christianity
Expositional Methods
Bible Exposition (Gen-Deut)
Bible Exposition (Matt-Mk)
New Testament Theology
Computer Skills
Life and Times of Christ I
Life and Times of Christ II
Old Testament Theology
Advanced Apologetics
Biblical Hermeneutics
Advanced Apologetics I
Advanced Apologetics II
Bible Exposition (Luke-John)
Research & Methodology
Thesis (20,000 words)

TOTAL

3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
6SH
54SH
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MINISTRY THEOLOGY TRACK
Option #1

Master of Ministry / Doctor of Ministry
(Concentration – Pastoral Ministry)

PURPOSE
The Master of Ministry and the Doctor of Ministry degrees with a
Concentration in Pastoral Ministry are designed to give the student a Biblical
foundation for Christian service in pulpit ministry or pastoring.
The nature of seminary studies demands that the curriculum be Bible
centered. It is the school’s position that a person is not truly educated without a
basic knowledge of the Bible’s teachings. Knowledge comes from God and the
Bible is the very Word of God, which speaks with Divine Authority.
The seminary maintains this concentration in order to provide students with
the pastoral studies required, to achieve their educational goals in the area of
pastoral ministry.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of these programs are basic to the Institution’s general
purpose and philosophy, and are in keeping with the objectives of the seminary
division in particular.
Specifically, these programs of study enable students to:
1) Demonstrate a general knowledge of the Bible, including a comprehensive
understanding of the major books;
2) Develop an understanding of the underlying principles of Biblical
Interpretation;
3) Apply correct Biblical principles in decision making and personal Christian
growth;
4) Make effective use of the Bible in a particular ministry or in general
Christian service;
5) Develop an ability to think independently and constructively in areas vital to
the ministry;
6) Further develop skills in preaching, teaching, church administration, worship,
and other areas of pastoral ministry;
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Master of Ministry

(Concentration – Pastoral Ministry)
The Master of Ministry with a Concentration in Pastoral Ministry is the first
step in achieving the Doctor of Ministry degree. This program is built around a
core of courses in Bible and Pastoral Ministry.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisite for enrollment in this program is an earned Bachelor of Arts
degree (concentration in Pastoral Ministry) or its equivalent from Bethany or an
acceptable college.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
To receive this degree, the student must complete the following 36-semester hour
program of specified courses beyond the Bachelor’s level:
Bi-511
Bi-505
Ph-503
Bi-506
Pm-502
Cc-606
Th-503
Pm-505
Pm-503
Pm-602
Pm-603
Pm-503
TOTAL

Introduction to the Old Testament
Mosaic Writing
Advanced Hermeneutics
Romans
Church Ministry
Christian Counseling
Christian Theology
Directed Reading
Pastoral Workshop
Pastoral Leadership
Advanced Homiletics
Independent Research

3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
36SH

Successful completion of the required work in this M. Min. program prepares
the student for enrollment into the Doctor of Ministry degree with a
Concentration in Pastoral Ministry.
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Doctor of Ministry

(Concentration – Pastoral Ministry)
The Doctor of Ministry with a Concentration in Pastoral Ministry continues to
build around a core of courses in Bible and Pastoral Ministry. Through it the
student is taken to an advanced level of study in this field.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisite for enrollment in this program is an earned Master of Ministry
degree (Concentration in Pastoral Ministry) or its equivalent from Bethany or an
acceptable college.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
To receive this degree, the student must complete the following 54-semester
hour program of specified courses beyond the Master’s level:
Bi-504
Pm-605
Pm-606
Bi-507
Rel-605
Rel-603
Pm-602
Cc-508
Cc-602
Bi- 601
Bi- 701
Pm-603
Pm-609
Hi-501
Ph-601
Ph-602
Pm-711

The Life of Christ
Expository Preaching
Pastoral Administration
Gospel of John
Religion in America I
World Religions
Pastoral Leadership
Competent To Counsel
Effective Biblical Counseling
Old Test. Exposition
New Test. Exposition
Advanced Homiletics
Directed Reading
Christianity Through the Ages
Advanced Apologetics I
Advanced Apologetics II
Pastoral Thesis

TOTAL

3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
6SH
54SH
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MINISTRY THEOLOGY TRACK
Option #2

Master of Arts in Religion
Doctor of Philosophy in Religion
(Concentration – Christian Counseling)

PURPOSE
The Master of Arts in Religion and the Doctor of Philosophy in Religion
degrees with a Concentration in Christian Counseling are designed to give the
student a Biblical foundation for service in the field of Christian Counseling.
The nature of seminary studies demands that the curriculum be Bible
centered. It is the school’s position that a person is not truly educated without a
basic knowledge of the Bible’s teachings. Knowledge comes from God and the
Bible is the very Word of God, which speaks with Divine Authority.
The seminary maintains this concentration in order to provide students the
counseling studies required to accomplishing their educational goals in the area
of Christian counseling.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of these programs are basic to the Institution’s general purpose
and philosophy, and are in keeping with the objectives of the seminary division
in particular.
Specifically, these programs of study enable students to:
1) Demonstrate a general knowledge of the Bible, including a comprehensive
understanding of the major books;
2) Develop an understanding of the underlying principles of Biblical
interpretation;
3) Apply correct Biblical principles in decision making and personal Christian
growth;
4) Make effective use of the Bible in a particular ministry or in general
Christian service;
5) Develop an ability to think independently and constructively in areas vital to
the ministry;
6) Further develop skills in preaching, teaching, church administration,
worship, and other areas of pastoral ministry;
7) Develop a working knowledge of the various manuscripts and translations of
the Bible;
8) Further develop skills in Christian Counseling.
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Master of Arts in Religion

(Concentration – Christian Counseling)
The M.A. in Religion with a concentration in C.C. is the first step in
achieving the Ph.D. in Religion with a concentration in C.C. This program is
built around a core of courses in Bible and Counseling.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisite for enrollment in this program is an earned B.A. degree
(concentration in Christian Counseling) or its equivalent or an acceptable
college.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
To receive this degree, the student must complete the following 36SH
program of specified courses beyond the Bachelor’s level:
Cc-501
Cc-507
Cc-508
Cc-511
Cc-509
Cc-601
Cc-514
Ph-503
Bi-504
Bi-505
Hi-501
Cc-513
TOTAL

Anxiety & Compulsive Disorders
Premarital Counseling
Competent to Counsel
Nouthetic Counseling
Comparative Counseling
Christian Counselor’s Casework
Christian Marriage
Advanced Hermeneutics
The Life of Christ
Mosaic Writings
Christianity Through the Ages
Independent Research

3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
36SH

Successful completion of the required work in this Master of Arts program
prepares the student for enrollment in the Ph.D. in Religion degree with a
concentration in Christian Counseling.
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Doctor of Philosophy in Religion
(Concentration - Christian Counseling)
The Ph.D. in Religion degree with a concentration in C.C. is built around a
core of courses in Bible and Counseling. Through it the student is taken to an
advanced level of study in this field.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisite for enrollment in this program is an earned Master of Arts
degree (concentration in Christian Counseling) or its equivalent from Bethany or
an acceptable college.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
To receive this degree, the student must complete the following 60SH
program of specified courses beyond the Master level:

Cc-605
Cc-701
Cc-602
Cc-603
Cc-604
Cc-606
Cc-702
Cc-801
Cc-512
Bi-505
Rel-701
Rel-704
Bi-601
B-701
HI-502
Ph-601
Ph-602
Ls-602
Cc-802

Psychology of Counseling
Psychological Research
Effective Biblical Counseling
Listening and Human Personality
Counseling and Addiction
Christian Counseling
Psychology and Counseling
Counseling Internship
Directed Reading
Mosaic Writings
History of Christianity
Life and Times of Christ
Expositional Methods
NT Exposition (Matt-Mk)
Ancient Mid-East History
Advanced Apologetics I
Advanced Apologetics II
Research and Methodology
Thesis

TOTAL

3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
6SH
60SH
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MINISTRY THEOLOGY TRACK
Option #3

Master of Ministry
(Concentration Missiology)

Doctor of Missiology
PURPOSE
The M. Min., with a concentration in Missiology, and the D. Miss. degrees are
designed to give the student a Biblical foundation for service in the field of
Missiology.
The nature of seminary studies demands a Bible centered curriculum. It is the
school’s position that a person is not truly educated without a basic knowledge
of the Bible’s teachings. Knowledge comes from God and the Bible is the very
Word of God, which speaks with Divine Authority.
The seminary maintains this concentration in order to provide students the
Missiology studies required to accomplish their educational goals in the area of
Missiology.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of these programs are basic to the Institution’s general purpose
and philosophy, and are in keeping with the objectives of the seminary division
in particular. Specifically, these programs of study enable students to:
1) Demonstrate a general knowledge of the Bible, including a comprehensive
understanding of the major books;
2) Develop an understanding of the underlying principles of Biblical
interpretation;
3) Develop a working knowledge of the various manuscripts and translations of
the Bible;
4) Apply correct Biblical principles in decision making and personal
Christian growth;
5) Make effective use of the Bible in a particular ministry or in general
Christian service;
6) Develop an ability to think independently and constructively in areas vital to
the ministry;
7) Further develop knowledge of cultural diversity and world religions;
8) Develop an understanding of the fundamental issues of missions.
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Master of Ministry
(Concentration – Missiology)
The M. Min. with a concentration in Missiology is the first step in
achieving the D. Min. with a concentration in Missions. This program contains a core of
courses in missions.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisite for enrollment in this program is an earned B.A. degree
(concentration in Missions) or its equivalent from Bethany or an acceptable
college.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
To receive this degree, the student must complete the following 36 SH
program:
Bi-505
Mi-504
Mi-505
Ph-503
Mi-506
Bi-504
Bi-506
Bi-507
Mi-507
Mi-502
Mi-503
Mi-508

Mosaic Writings
Survey of World Missions
Anthropology
Advanced Hermeneutics
History of Missions
The Life of Christ
Romans
The Gospel of John
A Theology of Missions
Directed Reading in Missions
Missionary Internship
Independent Research

TOTAL

3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
36SH

Successful completion of the required work in
this M. Min. program prepares the student for
enrollment in the Doctor of Missiology degree.
“All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness.”

II Timothy 3:16
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Doctor of Missiology
The D.Miss. degree with a concentration in Missions is built around a core of
courses in Missions. Through it the student is taken to an advanced level of
study in this field.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisite for enrollment in this program is an earned M. Min. degree
(concentration in Missions) or its equivalent from Bethany or an acceptable
college.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
To receive this degree, the student must complete the following 54SH
program of specified courses beyond the Master’s level:
Mi-601
Pm-602
Pm-606
Mi-602
Rel-605
Pm-701
Hi-501
Cc-508
Pm-605
Bi-601
Ls-601
Ls-602
Mi-601
Rel-603
Ph-601
Ph-602
Mi-701

Directed Reading in Missions
Advanced Homiletics
Pastoral Administration
Missions Practicum
Religion in America I
Pastoral Theology
Christianity Through the Ages
Competent to Counsel
Expository Preaching
Expositional Methods
Computer Skills
Research and Methodology
Seminar
World Religions
Advanced Apologetics I
Advanced Apologetics II
Thesis

TOTAL

3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
6SH

54SH
“If God has called you to be a missionary,
don’t stoop to be the president of the United
States.”
Mrs. Laura Barnard, Missionary to India
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Doctor of Applied Theology
The D.A.T. degree is the final step in a series of study leading to this
doctoral degree. The first step is the Bachelor of Theological Studies, the
second
step is the Master of Theological Studies, and the third step is the Doctor of
Applied Theology. The D.A.T. is a program developed whereby the student continues to explore greater depths in Theology utilizing scientific
methodologies.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisite for enrolment in this program is an earned M.T.S. degree
(60-credits) or its equivalent, with a Theology Major, from Bethany or an
acceptable college.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
To receive this degree, the student must complete the following 40SH program
of specified courses beyond the Master’s level.

Th-700
Th-701
Th-702
Th-703
Th-704
Th-705
Th-706
Th-708
Bi-601
Bi-602
Bi-701
Ph-601
Ph-602

How To Write a Thesis Research
Prolegomena, Bibliology,
Theology Proper, and Christolog
Angelology, Anthropology, and Hematology 3SH
Soteriology
Ecclesiology, Eschatology
3SH
Christology
Pneumatology
Thesis (20,000 words)
Expositional Methods
Biblical Exposition ( Gen - Deut )
Biblical Exposition ( Matt - Mark )
Advanced Apologetics I
Advanced Apologetics II

Total

1SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
6SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
3SH
40SH
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Ephesians 4: 11-16
11 And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and
some, pastors and teachers;
12 For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying
of the body of Christ:
13 Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of
God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of
Christ:
14 That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about
with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness,
whereby they lie in wait to deceive;
15 But speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him in all things, which is
the head, even Christ:
16 From whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that
which every joint supplieth, according to the effectual working in the measure
of every part, maketh increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love.
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BIBLICAL THEOLOGY
Dr. Phillip W. Hunter (Chair) attended Faith

Evan-

gelistic Christian Bible College where he received an
Bachelor of Sacred Ministry. He graduated both a Master of Ministry and a Doctor of Philosophy degree from
Trinity Theological Seminary. He also attended

Betha-

ny Divinity College and Seminary and granted with a Doctrine of Philosophy in
Christian

Counseling

degree,

and

a

Doctor

of

Theology degree. Dr. Hunter has spent over 30 years in pastoral ministries.
During these years he has been pastor at The Community Baptist Church in Owensboro, Kentucky.

STUDYING ON TRACKS
Bethany has developed a unique Three-Track curriculum of study. Students
are not required to take all of their courses from one track; however, the
concentration must come from only one.

BIBLE PROPER
The Word of God is quicker and sharper than any two-edged sword.

Con-

sequently, the pastor, minister, missionary, evangelist or Christian counselor
should have a full knowledge of the Scriptures and an ability to communicate
them. The study of Bible related subjects allow students to acquire knowledge
that supports the Scriptures, thus helping them arrive at a clearer understanding
of the Word of God.

THEOLOGY
Every student of the Bible needs to know how to systematically arrange the
Scripture so that a good knowledge of the full teaching of God’s Word on any
subject is attainable. The study of Theology presents the student with theological

methodology, content, and interrelationship of individual doctrines to

achieve this knowledge.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Studies In Bible - Undergraduate Level
Bi-101 Understanding the Bible - 3 SH Credit
Introduces the student to the Bible as to its origin, its language, its canon, its
inspiration, etc.
Bi-102 Old Testament Survey - 3 SH Credit
Provides the student with a bird’s eye view of the first 17 books of the Old
Testament and serves as an introduction to the study of the Pentateuch.
Bi-103 New Testament Survey - 3 SH Credit
A brief study of the books of the New Testament as it relates to the authors,
theme of each book, their general message, etc. Serves as an introduction to the
study of the Gospels, as well as other New Testament books.
Bi-104 Exploring the Bible - 3 SH Credit
A serious but understandable guide to studying the Bible. The proper tools are
provided to help any believer dig into the Scriptures and search out their
meaning and significance.
Bi-105 The Pentateuch - 3 SH Credit
Designed to acquaint the student with the first five books of the Old Testament,
giving an overview of God’s working among man from creation to Israel’s
deliverance from Egypt.
Bi-106 Israel’s History - 3 SH Credit
Leads the student to explore the 12 historical books of the Old Testament, Joshua
through Esther. A study is made of the founding of Israel as a nation until the
Babylonian captivity, as well as the post-captivity period.
Bi-107 Manners and Customs I - 3 SH Credit
Provides insight to the customs behind many of the Old Testament passages. The
student will find this course to be of great value and unlike most courses offered
in this field.
Bi-108 Manner and Customs II - 3 SH Credit
A continuation of Bi-107 except it deals with the Manners and Customs of the
New Testament. In Section I and II, the student deals with the various verses of
Scripture, which have to
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Bi-109 The Gospels - 3 SH Credit
An overview of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John in relation to the author, the
central theme of each book, and the teaching and miracles of Christ.
Bi-201 The Tabernacle - 3 SH Credit
A study of the Old Testament tabernacle in regards to types and foreshadows of
Christ, showing great spiritual truths.
Bi-202 Biblical Evidence - 3 SH Credit
Studies the various manuscripts from which the Bible was translated with
emphasis on the history of the King James Version of the Bible. A section is given to problem texts.
Bi-203 Historical Books I - 3 SH Credit
Studies the theme, outline, and content of Joshua, Judges, and Ruth.
Bi-204 Historical Books II -3 SH Credit
Studies the theme, outline, and content of I and II Samuel, I and II Kings, and I
and II Chronicles. Bi-203 is a prerequisite for this course.
Bi-205 Historical Books III - 3 SH Credit
Studies the theme, outline, and content of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther. Bi-203
and Bi-204 are prerequisites for this course.
Bi-206 Bible Types - 3 SH Credit
An introductory study to typology and deals with Christ, Calvary, the
Resurrection, the Holy Spirit and more.
Bi-207 Progress of Redemption - 3 SH Credit
An overview of the Bible from Genesis to Revelation. The student builds a study
guide from the text.
Bi-208 Christian Biographies - 3 SH Credit
Under Development
Bi-209 Acts and Pauline Epistles - 3 SH Credit
An in-depth survey of the Book of Acts in relation to Paul’s conversion and the
epistles, which he subsequently wrote. Emphasis is placed on the theme and
background of each book.
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Bi-210 Directed Reading - 1-3 SH Credit
Pursues an area of Bible through reading books, periodicals and writings. These
readings are under the direction of an assigned professor.
Bi-211 Biblical Archaeology - 3 SH Credit
Studies the ruins unearthed from the Holy Land.
Bi-301 Introduction to the O.T. Prophetic Books 3 SH Credit
Offers the student an opportunity to study the introduction to Old Testament
Prophetic Books.
Bi-302 The Bible and Judaism - 3 SH Credit
A study of Jewish holidays, religious practices, doctrines and Messianic
prophecies
Bi-303 Romans - 3 SH Credit
Studies the theme, outline, and content of the book of Romans.
Bi-306 New Testament Epistles I - 3 SH Credit
Studies the theme, outline, and content of Romans, I and II Corinthians,
Galatians, and Ephesians.
Bi-307 New Testament Epistles II - 3 SH Credit
Studies the theme, outline, and content of Philippians, Colossians, and I and II
Thessalonians. Bi-306 is a prerequisite for this course.
Bi-308 New Testament Epistles III - 3 SH Credit
Studies the theme, outline, and content of I and II Timothy, Titus, and
Philemon. Bi-306 and Bi-307 are prerequisites for this course.
Bi-309 Great Christian Leaders of the Christian Church - 3 SH Credit
This course has been listed in the Department of Bible because it begins with the
Apostles Peter, Paul, and John. Portions of the course includes the latter days of
Christ and continues to the present.
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Bi-310 Biblical Understanding - 3 SH Credit
Aids the student in understanding the Scriptures. Included in this study are
methods for word study, dealing with alleged discrepancies, and seeing the unity
of Scripture.
Bi-311 Heart of Hebrew History - 3 SH Credit
Designed for the student who has already surveyed the Old Testament and
is ready for a more in-depth study of the Hebrew nation.
Bi-312 Independent Research - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to explore on his own a personal research into the
Scriptures in a selected area of the Bible. Approval from the college must be
obtained before beginning this project.
Bi-401 Jeremiah and Lamentations - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-402 Ezekiel - 3 SH Credit
A practical study of the historical setting of the Ezekiel, the author, his message
and the theme of the book are explored.
Bi-403 Daniel - 3 SH Credit
A practical study of the historical setting, the author, his message and the theme
of the books are presented.
Bi-404 Pastoral Epistles - 3 SH Credit
Studies the historical setting, the author, his message and the theme of the
Pastoral Epistles.
Bi-405 Epistle of James - 3 SH Credit
Studies the historical setting, the author, his message and the theme of the book
of James.
Bi-406 Revelation - 3 SH Credit
A study involving things to come. Careful attention is given to both its
historical setting and prophecy.
Bi-407 Poetic Books - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to review the poetic literature: Job, Psalms, Proverbs,
Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Solomon. Attention is given to their theme and
message.
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Bi-408 General Epistles - 3 SH Credit
A study of I and II Peter. Special attention is given to the occasion of the
writing, the development and theme of the General Epistles, as well as the
message
Bi-409 Heart of the New Testament - 3 SH Credit
The course relates to the times of Christ and provides a background of
information to enlighten the student’s understanding when studying the New
Testament Scriptures.
Bi-410 The Life of Paul - 3 SH Credit
Portrays the life of the Apostle Paul, providing an understanding of his
teaching and his work. One will also study the main themes of Paul’s thought in
regards to their historical background and illustrations from his letters.
Bi-411 Directed Reading - 3 SH Credit
The student pursues an area of Bible through reading books, periodicals and
writings. He then presents his work to Bethany. These readings are under
direction of an assigned professor.

GRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE
Bi-501 Genesis - 3 SH Credit
An in-depth study of the book of Genesis in regards to its author, theme and
message.
Bi-502 Hebrews - 3 SH Credit
An exposition of the book of Hebrews is conducted at the Master’s level,
enabling the student to consider the authorship, historical background, its
relationship to the Old Testament and special problems.
Bi-503 Seminar (On-site) - 1-3 SH Credit
Bi-504 The Life of Christ - 3 SH Credit
An in-depth study is made of the life of Christ, His Words and Works from the
point of view that He is the preexistent Son of God.
Bi-505 Mosaic Writings - 3 SH Credit
An advanced and in-depth study of the Pentateuch on the Master’s level. The
student explores the first five books of the Bible as to their background, their
authenticity, and their content.
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Bi-506 Romans - 3 SH Credit
An exposition of the book of Romans enabling the student not only to study
about the author and purpose, but explore the doctrinal truths as found in the
book.
Bi-507 The Gospel of John - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to do an exposition of the Gospel according to John. A
study is made of the author and the book’s purpose, message, and doctrinal
truths. This is taught on the Master’s level and is very in-depth.
Bi-508 Independent Research - 3 SH Credit

The student researches an area of the Scriptures in the Master’s Program and
present it in the form of a dissertation, consisting of no less than 10,000 words.
The institution must approve the title and a preliminary outline before the
student begins the formal research.
Bi-509 Typology - 3 SH Credit
A thorough examination of typology, not only as a Biblical and theological
subject, but also a study of the connection with all Christian doctrine.
Bi-510 Isaiah - 3 SH Credit
An in-depth study of Isaiah is presented. Isaiah has been called the Gospel of
the Old Testament. Also, a practical study of the historical setting, the author,
his message, and the theme of the book are considered.
Bi-511 Introduction to Old Testament - 3 SH Credit
Provides the student a bird’s eye view of the books of the Old Testament, by
providing an introduction, history, and brief content of each book.
Bi-512 Introduction to New Testament - 3 SH Credit
Provides the student a bird’s eye view of the books of the New Testament, by
providing introductions, history, and brief content of each book.
Bi-513 Writings of Paul - 3 SH Credit
Covers the New Testament books: Romans through Philemon.

Bi-601 Expositional Methods - 3 SH Credit
A prerequisite to taking any of the Expositional Bible Studies offered. The
student is exposed to the expository method of preaching and teaching. The
methods learned in this course will aid the student in completing courses in
Biblical exposition.
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COURSES IN
BIBLICAL EXPOSITION
These courses enables the student to perform exegetical studies in various
assigned books and chapters of the Bible. This requires the student to outline,
research, and write from his findings. The student is also required to find and
discuss the doctrinal truths found in each chapter. Each course consists of an
average of 20 chapters of the Bible. To complete one of the courses listed
below, the student will need access to a verse-by-verse Bible commentary. Each
course requires approximately 100 pages of typed material (average of five pages
per chapter).

OLD TESTAMENT EXPOSITION
Bi-602 Genesis – Deuteronomy - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-603 Joshua – II Kings - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-604 Chronicles – Esther - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-605 Job – Ecclesiastes - 2 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-606 Isaiah – Ezekiel - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-607 Daniel – Malachi - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-701 Matthew – Mark - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-702 Luke – John - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
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Bi-703 Acts, James, Galatians & Philippians 3 SH Credit
Allows the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-704 Romans, I and II Corinthians - 3 SH Credit
Allows the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-705 Ephesians, Colossians, I and II Timothy,
Titus, Philemon, Hebrews, I, II, and III John - 3 SH Credit
Allows the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.
Bi-706 I and II Thessalonians,
I and II Peter, Jude, and Revelation – 3 SH Credit
Allows the student to study the theme, message, and contents of each book.

BIBLE RELATED
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
Ph-102 Beginning Hermeneutics - 3 SH Credit
Enable the student to explore the methods of Biblical interpretation, the
interpretation of parables, the use of archaeology in interpretation, as well as the
various interpretations used during the church age. This is a important course for
the student who intends to rightly understand the Bible.
Ph-103 Directed Reading - 1 – 3 SH Credit
Pursues an area of philosophy through reading books, periodicals and writings.
These readings are under the direction of an assigned professor.
Ph-301 The Cults - 3 SH Credit
A survey of what the cults believe and a brief survey of their history.
Ph-302 Apologetics - 3 SH Credit
A study of the defense of the Holy Scriptures with the approach to help the
student defend the faith which was once delivered to the saints, against the
attacks and ridicule of those who oppose Christianity.
Ph-401 Logic - 3 SH Credit
An introduction to logical thinking.
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BIBLE RELATED
GRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE
STUDIES
Ph-501 Introduction to Philosophy - 3 SH Credit
Takes the Christian perspective of philosophy. The various issues long debated
by thinking men, as well as current discussion among philosophers are examined.
Ph-502 Comparative Religions - 3 SH Credit
A survey of religious philosophies and practices of major religions.
Ph-503 Advanced Hermeneutics - 3 SH Credit
A study of the underlying principles of Biblical interpretation. This course deals
with the methods of interpreting the Scriptures. It is the pursuit of wisdom and
knowledge of rightly dividing the Word of Truth.
Ph-601 Advanced Apologetics I - 3 SH Credit
Takes into consideration the study of Christian Apologetics, as well as
researching the history of the various manuscripts and translations of the Bible.
Ph-602 Advanced Apologetics II - 3 SH Credit
A continuation of Ph-601.

Ph-603 Advanced Apologetics III - 3 SH Credit
A continuation of Ph-602.
Ph-604 Seminar - 1 – 3 SH Credit
On-site seminar.
Ph-605 Directed Reading in Philosophy - 1 – 3 SH Credit
Pursues an area of Philosophy through reading books, periodicals, and writings.
Ph-701 Thesis - 6 SH Credit
Requires the student to research the area of religion or cults, hermeneutics, or
apologetics and present a thesis of no less than 20,000 words in the form of two
hardbound copies to the Seminary. The Seminary will keep one copy and the
other copy will be returned to the student. The title of the thesis and subject
matter to be covered must be presented to the Dean for approval prior to
beginning the research project.
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THEOLOGY PROPER
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
Th-201 Bible Doctrine I - 3 SH Credit
A study of the Triune God: God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. This is a basic course for all first and second year students.
Th-202 Bible Doctrine II 3 SH Credit
A continuation of Bible Doctrine I, and includes the study of the Scriptures, man,
angels, Satan, the church, faith, justification, adoption, and the last things.
Th-301 Angels and the Spirit World - 3 SH Credit
Looks at what the Bible has to say regarding angels and spirits.
Th-302 General Theology I - 3 SH Credit
Seeks to simplify doctrinal concepts and presents them in a readily
understandable form as they are set forth in the Scriptures. The student will study
the meaning and purpose of theology, bibliology, theology proper, christology,
and pneumatology.
Th-303 General Theology II - 3 SH Credit
A continuation of General Theology I and presents a study of anthropology,
hematology, soteriology, ecclesiology, angelology, and eschatology.
Th-401 Law and Grace - 3 SH Credit
Leads the student into an understanding of the basic principles of law and grace
and what it means to be under grace rather than law.
Th-402 The Holy Spirit -3 SH Credit
A study of the personality, the deity, the characteristics, and the names of the
Holy Spirit. This study also looks into the work of the Holy Spirit in relation to
the world, as well as the believer.
Th-403 Independent Research - 3 SH Credit
Includes a major writing project in the field of theology. The student researches
an area of personal interest. The course is designed for the student working
towards the Bachelor of Theology degree. The research paper should contain no
less than 10,000 words. The institution must approve the title and a preliminary
outline before the student begins the formal research.
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GRADUATE AND
POSTGRADUATE STUDIES
Th-501 Directed Reading in Theology 1 – 3 SH Credit
Pursues an area in theology through reading books, periodicals and writings.
These readings are under the direction of an assigned professor.
Th-502 Dispensationalism - 3 SH Credit

An in-depth study of the doctrine of God’s plan for the ages. It enables the
student to see God’s plan at work during the period of time from creation until
the end of the age.
Th-503 Christian Theology I - 3 SH Credit
A comprehensive, thorough and scholarly approach to the study of theology. It
deals with theology proper, the study of God, christology, The Holy Spirit,
anthropology, bibliology, man, sin, salvation, the church, angels, and the last
things.
Th-504 Christian Theology II - 3 SH Credit
A continuation of Th-503.
Th-505 Eschatology - 3 SH Credit
Biblical Eschatology is a study of things to come. It consists of a study of
methods of interpretation of the various Biblical covenants, the course of this
present age, the different tribulation theories, the Second Advent of Christ, the
judgments, as well as the millennial reign of Christ and the new heaven and
earth.
Th-506 Independent Research - 6 SH Credit

Involves a major writing project at the Master’s level. The student is researches
an area of theology that is of interest to him. It should contain no less than
10,000 words. Before beginning the research project, the student should receive
approval from the office of the Dean.
Th-601 Seminar - ( On-Campus ) 2 – 3 SH Credit
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Th-602 Old Testament Theology - 3 SH Credit
Takes the student into a deeper treatment of the Old Testament in particular to
the theological aspects.
Th-603 New Testament Theology - 3 SH Credit
Takes the student into a deeper treatment of the New Testament in particular to
the theological aspects. The student will explore great themes in the New
Testament; trace the progress of New Testament revelation; examine modern
approaches to the New Testament as made by contemporary theologians; and to
probe the minds of New Testament figures. After successfully completing this
course, a student should have an intellectual grasp of New Testament
Theology.
Th-604 Reformation Theology - 3 SH Credit
The purpose of this course is to further the student’s knowledge and
understanding of the four major reformers: Luther, Calvin, Zwingli, and Simons
and their doctrinal views of Scripture. After successfully completing this course,
the student will be able to see the relevance of the theology of the reformers for
our own time.
Th-605 Incarnation Christology - 3 SH Credit
The purpose of this study is to present the basic orthodox interpretation of the
person of Christ; examines and evaluates several Christological views, and seeks
to develop a Christology for today, which maintains the orthodox
understanding of Jesus as fully human and fully God. The objective of this course
is to assist the student in a fuller comprehension of Christ, His Deity, His
preexistence, His virgin birth, His role in salvation, etc.
Th-606 Seminar - ( On Campus ) 3 SH Credit

STUDIES IN SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY
Th-701 Prolegomena, Bibliology, Theology 3 SH Credit
The purpose of this course in systematic theology is to provide the student with
an in-depth study of prolegomena and bibliology. The student will study the
definition of theology, the different types of theology and the major divisions of
theology; the supernatural origin of the Scriptures as to their general structure;
concluding with and introduction to theology proper. The objective of this study
is to enhance the student’s ability to be more conversant and knowledgeable of
the issues that are raised regarding these doctrines. These issues relate to the
subject areas of a general understanding of theology as to various definitions; the
supernatural origin of the Bible as to revelation, inspiration, on down to
preservation.
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Th-702 Angelology, Anthropology, Hamartiology 3 SH Credit
The purpose of this course is to direct the student into an in-depth survey of
angelology, which includes a study of Satan and demonology; anthropology, a
research into the doctrine of man, his origin, state of innocence, and his fall; Hamartiology, a study of sin and its consequence. The objective of this course is to
equip the student to have an intellectual grasp of the teaching of the Scripture in
relationship to the angels, Satan and his work, the origin and fall of man and the
results of the fall.
Th-703 Soteriology - 3 SH Credit
The purpose of this course is to give the student a full and comprehensive
understanding of Soteriology, which is salvation, as it relates to the person and
work of Jesus Christ; the work of the Holy Spirit in salvation; and the believers
position in Christ. The objective of this course is to help the student have a
comprehensive understanding of the person and work of Christ, and the Holy
Spirit, as He relates to salvation.
Th-704 Ecclesiology, Eschatology - 3 SH Credit
The purpose of this course is to set forth the teachings of the Bible in regards to
ecclesiology and eschatology. The first is a study of the church and the second a
study of things to come as they relate to Christ’s Second Coming. The objective
of this course is to provide the student with a clear understanding of the church as
to its origin, its function, its ordinances, and its mission. In relation to the study
of things to come, the objective is to provide a foundation on which the student
might continue to study prophecy and future events.
Th-705 Christology - 3 SH Credit
Provides the student with in in-depth study on the preexistence of Jesus the Son
of God, and His deity, incarnation, the hypostatic union, and God the Holy Spirit.
The objective of this course is to provide a directed study whereby the student
will have a comprehensive and a cohesive understanding of these subjects.
Th-706 Pneumatology - 3 SH Credit
Provides the student with an in-depth study of Pneumatology or the Holy Spirit.
The study is threefold: 1) a study of its bearing on Theology Proper, or the
general doctrines related to the divine Spirit – Holy Spirit; 2) a study of the
doctrine of angelic beings both unfallen and fallen in so much as restricted to
what is generally recognized as the strictly theological aspects of Pneumatology;
and 3) the specific study of the immaterial part of man, which division of the
subject is now termed psychology. The objective of this course is, to give the
student a fuller comprehension of the Holy Spirit.
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Th-708 Thesis - 6 SH Credit
Enables the student to develop his or her ability to do research and present this
research in a systematic, logical, and comprehensive manner. The student is
required to research an area of theology and present a thesis of no less than
20,000 words in the form of two hardbound copies to the Seminary. The
Seminary will keep one copy and the other copy will be returned to the student.
The title of the thesis and subject matter to be covered must be presented to the
Dean for approval prior to beginning the research project. It is required of the
student that his or her work should be of such quality that it would be
publishable. The objective of this assignment is to develop in the student the abilities to produce a major writing project from initiation to closure. After
successfully completing this course the student should be able to conduct proper
research, prepare bibliographies, illustrate the proper use of quotations, correctly
document the use of selected materials including footnotes, and in conclusion
present a publishable piece of material.
Et-701 Business Ethics 3 SH
The purpose of business ethics is to provide the student with a working
knowledge of the importance of ethics within the context of business. There is a
growing need to apply an ethical component to every aspect of business. The
case study method of learning will be utilized and an overview of ethical
questions pertaining to actual business situations will be mandated. A working
knowledge of various ethical categories and/or professional ethical positions is
helpful but not mandatory.
Et-702 Ethics Counseling 3 SH
The purpose of ethics counseling is to provide the student with practical
guidelines for developing counseling skills. This is often a forgotten skill for
ethicists. It is an essential skill for professional ethicists. To disseminate ethics
evaluations a professional ethicist requires excellent counseling skills.
Et-703 Vocational Ethics 3 SH
The purpose of Vocational ethics is to provide the student with the necessary
tools to evaluate Vocations within the context of ethics. Every person must be
committed to the Truth and while each position is important, there are times
when people are called to special responsibilities. This may be observed in the
case of professionals. It is necessary for the professional ethicist to determine
what the Vocation to the Truth is. Every person is called to a particular Vocation,
based on the gifts he/she has received.
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Et-704 Theanthropic Ethics 3 SH
The purpose of Theanthropic Ethics is to provide the student with the
necessary information about one holistic, scientifically based ethics category.
Theanthropic Ethics is based on the scientifically verifiable acknowledgement
that the Truth canbe known since the Truth is one Hypostasis of the
Tri-Hypostatical Divinity. This course will involve an all-encompassing evaluation of some areas that are pertinent, such as business ethics and
governmental systems.

Dr. Roy Rigdon
Ashville, NC
Representative at Large

I am a avid supporter
of external study. This is on the
cutting edge of this innovative
approach to Theological
Education. As you follow God's
imperative to "study to show yourself
approved" you would be wise
to let Bethany guide you in your
pursuit.
Dr. Jerry L. Spencer
Consultant for Missions
And World Evangelism
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Dr. Tawanna Hall (Chair)
Dr. Hall graduated from Wallace Community College
with an Associate of Arts degree in 1979. She attended
the University of Alabama graduating with a Bachelor
of Science degree in 1979. To further her education she
attended Troy State University earning a Master of
Science degree (1981) and an Education Specialist
(Ed.S.) degree (1985). She attended Florida State
University where she studed Education Leadership,
Administration/Supervision and received her Ph.D. in
1991. Dr. Hall’s professional experience includes
teaching and instructing at both the Elementary and
College level. She has spent several years as Program
Coordinator and Psycho Educational Services and as a school Psychologist. Furthermore, she has served as a Contact Psychologist and for three years as Transfer Coordinator of Student Support Services with a state college. In June of
1995, Dr. Hall was appointed Dean of General Educational courses with Bethany, later to be named as Chair of Bethany’s Theology Track.

Studying on Track
All courses offered by Bethany are Bible and Theology related. Since
certain education courses have a direct bearing on these two, Bethany has
grouped the general educational courses into this track under the subtitle
Christian Education related.

II Timothy 2:15
Study to shew thyself
approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not
to be ashamed, rightly dividing the
word of truth.
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Christian Education Proper
Christian Education Proper consists of a core of subjects needed for those
preparing for a teaching ministry. It is in this category of subjects that the
student acquires knowledge of the history, philosophy, and meaning of Church
Education. Here students can enhance their abilities as Christian Educators.

Christian Education Related
The study of related Christian Education subjects are offered to help fill in the
education gaps not covered in Christian Education Proper. In keeping with the
high academic standard at Bethany, the School’s academic committee requires
that all students have a working knowledge of a given number of subjects in the
area of General Education.

Religion
The study of Religion is important to help broaden and balance students
knowledge of the religious world around them. This study makes it possible for
students to communicate better among those of non-Christian backgrounds.

STUDIES IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
PROPER UNDERGRADUATE
Ce-102 Teaching Techniques - 3 SH Credit
Offers the student an opportunity to learn the various methods used to present
lesson material to a class. This course emphasizes pedagogical principles and
methods of underlying successful teaching.
Ce-103 Research and Writing - 3 SH Credit
This course requires to research an area of Christian Education through reading
books, periodicals, and writing. This research is under the direction of an
assigned professor.

Ce-104 In-Service Project - 3 SH Credit
Allows the student to select an area of work within the local church and work
under the local pastor. This may be in the area of Christian education or
missions. This course is generally for first and second year students.
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Ce-201 Church Agencies - 3 SH Credit
This course allows the student to take a total look at the educational program of
the local church whereby one may utilize the entire program of the church for
efficient Christian education.
Ce-202 Research and Writing - 3 SH Credit
This course requires to research the biographies of great men, pastors or
missionaries who have contributed to the work of the gospel ministry or Christian
education. The professor will assign the research books. This is generally a
required course for all second year students.

Ce-203 Childhood Education - 3 SH Credit
Enables the student who desires to work in elementary education to understand
the nature and needs of children, understanding their development, methods to be
used in educating children, as well as working with exceptional children.
Ce-204 In-Service Project - 3 SH Credit
Requires the student to select an area of work within the local church and work
under the local pastor. This may be in the area of Christian education or
missions. This course is for first and second year students.
Ce-301 Christian Teaching - 3 SH Credit
This course deals with methods and means for the Christian educator whether in
the church school or Christian day school.
Ce-302, Ce-403 In-Service Project - 3 SH Credit
This course is designed to allow student to select an area of work in the local
church and to work under the local generally pastor, or an area in missions,
whereby they can get in service training. This is for the third and fourth year
students.
Ce-304 Youth Education in the Church -3 SH Credit
Offers the student a knowledge of the problems and needs of today’s youth and
how to meet those needs. The student is enabled to build a workable, Biblical
philosophy of youth work.
Ce-305 Christian School Teaching I - 3 SH Credit
Designed to help the Christian School teacher be more effective in the
classroom. It deals with the basic philosophy of Christian School education as
opposed to secular, humanistic education.
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Ce-306 Christian School Teaching II - 3 SH Credit
A continuation of the Ce-305, which will deal further with principles of Christian
School education. Also, included are helps that would be valuable to the
administration.
Ce-401 Church History - 3 SH Credit
An introductory course in Church History from its initial beginning up to the
present day. The roots of various denominations are traced.
Ce-402 Directed Reading - 1 – 3 SH Credit
Pursues an area of Bible through reading books, periodicals and writings. He then
presents his work to Bethany. These readings are under the direction of an
assigned professor.
Ce-403 Director of Christian Education - 3 SH Credit
Provides the individual who feels the call of God to become a Director of
Christian Education with an insight to the duties and skills of this ministry.
Ce-404 Church Education - 3 SH Credit
Deals with Christian education in the local church with an evangelical and
functional approach. It offers great aid to the pastor, education director and
teachers in the church, providing guidelines for improving the educational at
work of the church.
Ce-405 Old Testament Literature - 3 SH Credit
Looks at the Old Testament Scriptures in their literary form, content, style, etc.
Ce-406 New Testament Literature - 3 SH Credit
This course builds Ce-405 examining the literary form, content, and style of the
New Testament Scriptures.
Ce-407 Educational Work Project - 3 SH Credit
Requires the student to work to conduct an educational project and report their
findings in no less than 10,000 words. The Dean of Students must approve the
project.
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GRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE
COURSES
Ce-501 Teaching Internship - 3 – 6 SH Credit
Enables the student to receive credit for on-the-job training while working in
Christian education or a Christian day school. A letter of certification must be
submitted to the school from the student’s employer.
Ce-502 Introduction to Christian Education - 3 SH Credit
Introduces the student to various aspects of Christian education. Any student
desiring to teach or administer Christian education should complete this course.
Ce-503 History of Christian Education - 3 SH Credit
The history of Christian education takes the student from the beginnings of
Christian education up to the present day. This course is required for Christian
Education majors.
Ce-504 A Theology of Christian Education - 3 SH Credit
A survey and an exploration of the foundations of Christian education, the
curriculum in Christian education, and the structures for Christian education.

Ce-505 Directed Reading - 1 – 3 SH Credit
Pursues an area in Christian Education through reading books, periodicals and
writings. These reading are under the direction of an assigned professor.
Ce-506 Educational Work Project - 3 SH Credit
Requires the student to work to conduct an educational project and report their
findings in no less than 10,000 words. The Dean of Students must approve the
project.
Ce-508 Independent Research - 3 SH Credit
Requires the student to research a given area in the field of Christian Education.
Permission from the Dean is required over subject matter. The project should
contain no less than 10,000 words.
Ce-509 The Art of Teaching - 3 SH Credit
Prepares and equips teachers relative to Christian Education distinctions.
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Ce-601 Internship - 6 SH Credit
Requires the Christian Education major to work under the guidance of the local
pastor or a director of a Christian day school. The goal is to learns through
on-the-job training.
Ce-702 Thesis - 6 SH Credit
The student is required to research the area of Christian Education and present a
thesis of no less than 20,000 words in the form of two hardbound copies to the
Seminary. The Seminary will keep one copy and the other copy will be returned
to the student. The title of the thesis and subject matter to be covered must be
presented to the Dean for approval prior to beginning the research project.

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION RELATED
GENERAL EDUCATION AND UNDERGRADUATE
STUDIES
Bl-301 Introduction to Greek - 3 SH Credit
Please contact the college for more information.
Bl-302 Elementary Greek - 3 SH Credit
Please contact the college for more information.
En-101 English Grammar - 3 SH Credit
Principles of effective composition, with those principles applied in paragraph,
essay and term paper writing. Grammar is taught primarily in relation to
writing practice. The main emphasis is placed on paragraph and essay writing.
En-102 English Composition - 3 SH Credit
A continuation of essay writing, the term paper, introduction to different types of
writing, and some critical analysis of selected literary works. A material fee is
required for this course.
En-103 English – Introduction to Literature - 3 SH Credit
Looks at some of the writing of English authors and their importance and impact
in literature. A material fee is required for this course.
En-104 English – Introduction to Humanities – 3 SH Credit
Under Development
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